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It’s tim
e to

work—



Our idea of what qualifies as a work space has been through 

quite the roller coaster. Words like home office, physical 

office, online classes, social distancing, and working remote 

snuck their way into vocabularies all over the world, as we 

collectively adapted to brand new ways.

 
Today, we’ve learned that we can work, lead, study or teach 

from pretty much anywhere, and our primary needs have 

changed from ‘a desk and a chair’ to simply having a reliable 

wi-fi connection. This is a great privilege regarding freedom 

of choice and many have experienced an improved work-

life balance, but when it comes to creativity, joy, and unity, 

spending 8 hours working from one’s kitchen table isn’t much 

of a ‘playful space’, is it? 

At Montana, we’re experts on interior design and the effect of 

colours. Since 1982, our family-owned business has brought 

high-quality furniture and colours into private homes all over 

the world as well as large cooperate offices, universities, ex-

ecutive board rooms, restaurants, lobbies, and concert halls. 

Let’s explore some playful spaces. 

 

It’s a new era
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CO16 System in Masala with magazine shelves in Pomelo
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Let’s catch up

Where else to get all the updates on everyone’s home 

lives, their new favourite TV show or the funny sequel 

about their neighbour’s weird cat? 

Montana offers a wide range of matching, high-quality 

interior products. Flexible, multi-usage solutions that 

can be combined in a multitude of ways between 

sizes, styles, materials and colours.

Create small spaces for 2-4 people or invite everyone 

to join in at the long tables. Adding space dividers and 

smart storage solutions on casters will give you a fully 

flexible room – quickly made ready for anything from 

canteen to conference. 

Meeting your colleagues over lunch is one of the 
great benefits of working at the corporate office  
– and not from home.
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Montana 12mm system in Fennel // Multi Café in linoleum: Pistachio with Black Red frame
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Moser Table in linoleum: Pistachio with Black Red frame // Kevi chair in Oyster
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Table for two?
— or four, five, or twenty? 

Furnish the café or canteen with foldable and stackable 

furniture. Pull out a bar stool for a conversation over a 

cup of coffee. Or sit down for a luxurious lunch break.
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Sit well, think well

Create a café or canteen that transforms the daily 

breaks into a calm and relaxed environment for em-

ployees and colleagues to connect. Choose furniture 

that encourages small-talk and reinvigorates relations.

Panton One chair in Carmen with Beige frame // Multi Table in linoleum: Mauve with Beige frame
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Save space
— with stackable icons

After nearly 60 years on wheels, it was time to renew 

the Kevi chair. The sketches for the chair had been in 

Jørgen Rasmussen’s archives for years and in 2016, it 

became reality. Kevi with four legs is a re-make of the 

classic swivel chair from 1958. 

Verner Panton designed the Panton One chair in 1955. 

Montana relaunched the chair in 2003. Since then, 

Montana has developed a whole family of Panton One 

chairs, all based on Verner Panton’s ideas and designs.
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Panton One chair in Paper Nature string with Beige frame
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Over the past years, it has become a bit of a  

rare event that all employees work at the same 

office at the same time. As a direct consequence, 

some companies have decided to scale down 

to fewer square metres, save on rent and main-

tenance expenses, and start utilising the space 

they’ve got as intelligently as possible. 

Choose stackable chairs, foldable tables, and 

clever storage systems on casters to create a 

multifunctional room, where you can host any-

thing from daily lunches to quarterly kick-off’s, 

casual Friday drinks or big corporate events. 

Let’s change
— it up
Stack it, fold it or roll it away. When it comes 
to furnishing the modern office, flexibility is key.
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CO16 system with plant box in Azure with magazine shelf in Pomelo and casters in Camomile
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Stand, sit, or relax
— clever solutions for the flexible work space 

Furniture build to breed ambitions and creative think-

ing. Spaces transformed into the right atmosphere 

make a daily difference and boost productivity.
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CO16 system with plant boxes in Fennel, Masala/Pomelo & Oyster
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Monterey table in Fennel & bench in Pomelo
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Kevi Lounge chair in Oyster with Steelcut Trio 3 upholstery // Montana 12mm system in Fennel with Pomelo glass top

Cosy nooks for the small breaks 

Offer a variety of different seating for relaxation, socialising, 

and spaces to catch up and have informal meetings. 
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HiLow 2 in laminate: Cumin with Beige frame // Kevi 2534U in Re-wool upholstery
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As a result, hybrid work, where employees switch 

between home office and corporate office, has 

become increasingly popular. So, how do you best 

make sure to cherish your team when they’re work-

ing at the office? Let’s explore. 

Montana’s wide range of flexible products can 

spark creativity in any workspace. Use colours 

and contrasts to create a vibrant and energetic 

ambience, go for comfort with proper chairs and 

height-adjustable desks, set up places for quick 

informal meetings, and remember the small nooks 

and private places, where people can go to clear 

their mind – or to simply work in a quieter setting. 

Let’s go
— to work
Today, ‘going to work’ can mean anything from 
transporting yourself to a local café or an office 
building to simply stepping into your spare bedroom. 
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Office unit in Azure & Hazelnut // HiLow 2 in laminate: Cumin with Beige frame // Cargo in Truffle
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Kevi 2534U in Raas & Re-wool upholstery // Montana Free in Masala // Moser Table in linoleum: Burgundy with Pine frame
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Moser Table in linoleum: Burgundy with Pine frame // Kevi 2534U Height D in Re-wool & Hallingdal 65 upholstery 20
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Spark creativity 
— with bright, bold colours, and superb comfort playful work 
environments that make your team feel at home and productive

Encourage the flexibility between impromptu collaboration and 

individual concentration – the freedom to both sit and stand is an 

energiser throughout the day. The ability to make adjustments to 

the workspace cultivates freedom and the quality of work.
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Montana Free in Masala with panels in nature & purple
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HiLow 3 in linoleum: Light Grey with Snow frame // MDF Privacy panel in Flint
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Office unit in Iris & Amber // Montana Free in New White with panels in rust & natural 
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Keep the desk colourful and clutter-free 

The HiLow height-adjustable work desk series comes 

in a variety of sizes, including a vast range of plugins 

and components making the workstation functional 

and clear of clutter. 

Montana 12mm system in Iris & Amber // Privacy panel in textile Cara by Camina // Pen tray in Flint
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CO16 system in Mist with White Oak top and trays in Caribe, Fennel, Masala, Amber & Juniper20
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Two desks
— one frame

Cargo storage modules for a tranquil and 

individual workplace.

HiLow Double in White Oak with Snow frame // Cargo in Juniper //
Kevi 2534U in leather
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CO16 System with plant boxes in Mist, Truffle & Pine with Azure handles and casters
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This is the place to show your values as a company, 

as leaders, and to set the tone for important meetings. 

So, keep the coffee ready – and furnish your meeting 

rooms with sustainable, eco-certified, high quality fur-

niture. Choose the best of tables, comfortable chairs, 

beautiful rugs, and elegant storage units for HiFi systems 

and AV equipment.

 

Go for clever storage solutions for the executive offices, 

so keeping it tidy isn’t complicated, and prioritise

height-adjustable desks with cable rows for wires and 

up/down adjustments neatly placed in the table top. And 

finally, rethink the ‘standard’ executive office and choose 

colours, styles, and art pieces that express each execu-

tive’s leadership style: bold and experimental, wise and 

experienced, or positive and creative? 

Let’s lead
— by example
The spatial design of an organisation’s executive level should 
make visitors feel welcome – and ideally, also a bit wowed.
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Montana 12mm system in Oregano
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Clean lines, clean mind

Create an impressive executive office with the right 

balance of personality and professionalism ready to 

take on any task or conversation. 

HiLow 2 in laminate: Black with Chrome frame // Montana 12mm system in Oregano
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Chairik XL 135 in Copenhagen leather Cognac

Superb details 

Height-adjustable office chair and table in sophisticated 

and elegant finishes joining comfort and high-end 

aesthetics in its design.
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HiLow 2 in laminate: Shadow with Shadow frame // Kevi 2534U with Raas upholstery // Office unit in Flint
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Attendees can’t just mute their mics and turn off the video to 

stretch their legs or grab a coffee in the kitchen. So, comfortable 

chairs, clever features, proper ventilation, and a nice and wel-

coming ambience are essential. 

Thanks to high-quality materials and an impressive longevity, 

Montana is a sustainable choice with a low total cost of own-

ership. The wide range of matching interior products can be 

used for many years and for many different purposes, colourful 

changes and additions can be made as the years go by. 

 

Let’s make
good decisions
The real-life meeting has returned and just like in the  
good old days, we’re back to having to act professional 
and civilised for – sometimes – many hours in a row.
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Montana TV & Sound in Masala & Hazelnut // HiLow Conference in linoleum: Grey with Beige frame
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Panton One chair in Paper Nature string with Beige frame // Montana Free in Fjord
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Calm, quiet, and comfortable 
— the ideal setting for great decisions 

Ensure the well-being of attendees during longer 

meetings. Comfortable meetings set the scene for 

clear decisions.

Montana 12mm system in Black // 
HiLow Conference table in linoleum: Mauve with Black frame
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Marée chair in Steelcut Trio 3 upholstery
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Montana Noticeboard in Azure with Rosehip magnets20
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For colourful brainstorms 
— or quiet little breaks 

Boost productivity through chromatic meeting spaces.

With a vast range of colours and many options you can 

create exactly the ambience and character you aim for. 

Marée chair in Flint with Steelcut Trio 3 upholstery //
Moser table in linoleum: Burgundy with Rosehip frame
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Do guests feel welcome? Do employees feel glad they showed 

up at the office, today? Will clients feel confident in your pro-

fessionalism? 

Make sure you’re set up to make anyone feel welcome, guide 

the first-time visitors with small nudges or signs, and choose 

smart storage solutions for the reception desk, so the place 

can appear tidy throughout the day. 

The entrance is a great chance to express the company’s values 

and personality through design and colour choices. And you 

can even turn waiting into a nice thing: create a functional and 

calm space with lounge furniture, wardrobe, magazines, fresh 

plants, eye catching design, and free guest Wi-Fi. 

Let’s make a
first impression
Let’s dress to impress. The entrance area is 
your first chance of making a good impression. 
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Pantonova in Black Red with Velvet Sky cushion
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Montana 12mm system in Monarch with Cumin magazine shelves //
Pantonova in Black Red with Sky Velvet cushions20
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Take a seat, please
— we’ll be right with you 

Create a lounge and reception that sets the right 

ambience. Welcome visitors, guests, and employees 

with an impressive impact.
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Pantonova in Chrome with leather Brandy cushion // Panton Wire in Black

An iconic Danish design 

Combine the industrial and elegant Panton Wire 

system with the curves of the Pantonova.
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At Montana, we take our environmental responsibilities 

seriously. Over 25 years ago, we introduced our own set 

of environmental accounts in consultation with The  

Danish Environmental Protection Agency.

In 2019, Montana was awarded the official EU Ecolabel 

and is thereby among the very first Danish furniture man-

ufacturers to achieve it. When developing EU Ecolabel 

criteria for products, the focus is on the product’s entire 

lifecycle, from raw material extraction to production, 

distribution and disposal. 

Safe for you — safe for the environment

The EU Ecolabel guarantees:

• that a high percentage of wood is from legal  

sustainably managed forests 

• tough restrictions on the use of environmentally  

hazardous substances 

• tough restrictions on the use of toxic substances

•  that wood has low emissions of the allergenic  

substance formaldehyde

• a 5-year product guarantee (Montana has opted to 

retain its 10-year product guarantee)
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Danish design —
Danish manufacturing
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The vast majority of our products are developed and made 

in Denmark. We have more than 180 employees under one 

roof, all applying their expertise in processing, lacquering and 

assembly. This ensures that our high standards of quality are 

maintained and that everything is produced under conditions 

that respect our workforce and the world around us.
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Meet our
designers

Jørgen Rasmussen

RETHINKING FUNCTIONALITY AND 
OPTIMISING A DESIGN

He graduated from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine 
Arts in 1955 and in 1957, Jørgen and his twin brother, 
Ib, started their own studio with a focus on single-
family houses. In 1958, he designed the Kevi chair. 

Margrethe Odgaard

COLOUR ALCHYMIST –  
COLOURS ARE LIGHT. AND LIGHT IS LIFE

Margrethe Odgaard graduated in 2005 from 
The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of  

Design in Copenhagen. In 2019, Montana launched 
a new colour palette developed in collaboration  

with colour expert Margrethe Odgaard.

Peter Lassen

GOOD DESIGN DEMANDS HONESTY AND RESPECT

In 1982, Peter J. Lassen founded the family company, 
Montana Furniture. Montana is based on Lassen’s 

philosophy; that every one of us has a need for 
freedom to create our own personal spaces. 

Montana Furniture has over the years entered collabo-

rations with both Danish and international designers to 

launch new and relaunch design icons.
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Jakob Wagner
 
UNVEAL THE ESSENTIAL – QUALITY, FORM AND FUNCTION

Jakob Wagner is a Danish award-winning designer. He has received numer-
ous awards, including six iF Awards, three Red Dot Awards, Bundespreis and 
Designer of the Year.

Erik Magnussen

SIMPLICITY AND FUNCTIONALITY

Erik Magnussen graduated as a ceramicist in 1960 and started working for 
highly esteemed Bing & Grøndahl as an industrial designer. First and foremost, 
design should be functional and durable. This is indeed the case for the Chairik 
series designed in 1996.

Jens Martin Skibsted

THE WORLD NEEDS MORE SUSTAINABLE CHAIRS

Jens Martin Skibsted, born in 1970, is a multiple award-winning designer, Global 
Partner at Manyone, and founder of the bicycle company Biomega and KiBiSi.

Kasper Mose

SPACE, PROPORTIONS, LIGHT AND MATERIALS

Kasper’s work is a fusion of tradition and renewal, with a curious and experimental 
approach to seek out new possibilities of space, proportion, light and materials. 
Kasper has gained solid experience from working at leading Danish architectural 
firms such as Arkitema and Friis & Moltke Architects.

Verner Panton

YOU SIT BETTER ON A COLOUR YOU LIKE

Verner Panton is considered one of Denmark’s most influential 20th-century 
furniture and interior designers, not to mention one of the most avant-gardes. 
During his career, he created innovative and futuristic designs in a variety of 
materials and in vibrant, exotic colours.
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The Kevi chair has set the scene across the world from 
universities in the UK to primary schools in Denmark and 
design offices in Japan. After 60 years on the market, the 
chair is still as relevant today as it was in 1958. 

KEVI
 — the iconic office chair

Design by Jørgen Rasmussen

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

UPHOLSTERY

HEIGHTS 5-STAR SWIVEL CHAIRS

ENVIRONMENT

The Kevi chairs on casters have a 5-star base in aluminium. Seat/back are 

available in Nature Oak and 8 lazure colours: Black, Pine, New White, Oyster, 

Shadow, Azure, Hokkaido, Rhubarb. Caps in Black or Aluminium.

The Kevi Air version is made in polypropylene in the colours Black or White.

The Kevi 2070 is made in compression moulded veneer legs, seat and back in 

two veneer finishes: Nature Oak and Black Oak.

The Kevi 4-leg series has legs in polished chrome or powder coated in 8 

colours same as seat and back. Seat and back are available in Nature Oak 

and 8 lazure colours: Rhubarb, Hokkaido, Azure, Pine, Shadow, Oyster, New 

White, Black.

The original Kevi chair from 1958 was a swivel chair on casters. The Kevi chair 

family comprises models on casters in 4 heights and various models. The four-

legged Kevi chair with seat and back comprises dining, counter, bar and lounge 

models – all stackable, except 2052 and 2053. The Kevi stools come with casters 

and without casters in 3 heights. Kevi tables are available in Ø90 cm in H 72 cm 

and H 36 cm.

Kevi 2060 is EU Ecolabel certified.

The Kevi series is available with seat and/or back, 

inner side and full upholstery in fabric and leather. 

The stools: 2051, 2052 and 2053 do not have 

upholstery as an option. 

Available in four heights

A B C D

147
Shadow

154
Azure

151
Rhubarb

156
Oyster

162
Hokkaido 

101
New White

136
Pine

05
Black

COMPONENTS

Linking device

Stacking shield

Trolley

Gliders with felt

Chair suspension

Arm rest

Foot ring
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KEVI 5-STAR SWIVEL

KEVI 4-LEG

KEVI BAR

KEVI STOOL

KEVI TABLE

KEVI AIR

2532 

2001/2011

2060

2061 Counter

2051

2067 Counter2062 Bar 2068 Bar

2533 2534/2534U

2070

2543

2063 Lounge

MODELS

2052 Bar2053 Counter
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Photo: Lasse Olsson

CHALMERS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, 
SWEDEN

Sit well
— study better

Montana provided Kevi Air chairs for the Chalmers University 

Innovation Arena in a project by CaseStudio Architects.
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Kevi 2070 in Black with innerside upholstery
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In the project by Rønnow Architects the Kevi chair 

family was chosen for the canteen of the Danish 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

THE DANISH MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
DENMARK

Photo: Casper Brogaard Højer
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MATERIALS & COLOURS UPHOLSTERY

MODELS

ENVIRONMENT

The frame is made of polished chrome steel or powder coated steel. The 

shell is cast in 100% molded recycled plastic PP with 15% glass fiber. Colours 

available on shell and frame: Oat, Mushroom, Amber, Beetroot, Flint, Parsley, 

Anthracite, Black.

Marée is available with seat, inner side or fully 

upholstered in fabric or leather.

Marée (without upholstery) has achieved the EU 

Ecolabel. The EU Ecolabel takes the whole product 

life cycle into account – from the extraction of the 

raw materials, to production right through to the 

recycling bin.

The characteristics of Marée are the refined and rational 
approach that manifests itself in the straight lines and lack  
of superfluous details. Marée, meaning tide in French, has a 
seat made in 100% recycled plastic and is available in eight 
curated Montana colours, with legs in both chrome and 
powder coated finishes.

MARÉE
— a chair family in recycled plastic

Design by Jens Martin Skibsted

MARÉE 401 MARÉE 404

4-star with tilt

MARÉE 402

Counter

MARÉE 403

Bar

MARÉE 406MARÉE 405

5-star with gas lift and tilt
(foot in recycled plastic)

5-star with gas lift and tilt
(foot in Black/Aluminium)

SPECIFICATIONS

The Marée chair series comes many models – dining, counter, and bar – and 

as meeting chair with 4-star base, 5-star swivel base with gas lift and tilt with 

foot in recycled plastic Ø70 cm or black aluminium Ø64 cm. The chairs have 

plastic gliders. Marée has a max. load of 150 kg. The dining chair version is 

available in an outdoor version.

148
Flint

142
Amber

158
Oat

152
Parsley

137
Mushroom

04
Anthracite

165
Beetroot

05
Black
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Marée in Amber, Parsley, Flint & Beetroot
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Chairik equals stackable comfort. With extraordinary stacking 
performance, up to 45 chairs on each trolley, Chairik is the 
perfect space saver when stored. Chairik is made for audiences 
that come and go and, when stacked, you can store up to 1000 
Chairik chairs in just 14 square meters.

CHAIRIK
— stackable comfort

Design by Erik Magnussen

SPECIFICATIONS

UPHOLSTERY

COMPONENTS

Chairik can be upholstered in fabric or leather. The chair is also available with 

seat upholstery, inner side upholstery or fully upholstered in two different 

thicknesses. Also available with on/off seat upholstery for ultimate flexibility.

With the removable on/off seat upholstery attached to magnets you can easily 

change the look of the chair from an unupholstered to an upholstered chair.

Stacking trolley

Transport trolley

Writing tablet 

Removable linking device 

Chair suspension 

Gliders with felt

Armrests

MATERIALS & COLOURS

The Chairik 4-leg frame is 16 mm tube and the sled base is 12 mm tube, 

polished chrome or powder coated in Black. Shell in compression molded 

plywood and plastic, Melamine, or veneer.

Chairik is available in two different sizes and various heights to suit the 

people, the situation, and the location. Chairik is versatile and available with 

different bases – four-legged, sled-base and 5-star swivel base – for different 

purposes. If you want armrests, simply choose the one you like the best. Max. 

load of 150 kg. 
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MODELS

CHAIRIK 101

4 legs

CHAIRIK 109

4 legs

CHAIRIK 111

Sled

CHAIRIK XL 121

4 legs

CHAIRIK XL 129

4 legs

CHAIRIK XL 128

Sled

CHAIRIK 113

4 legs

CHAIRIK XL 123

4 legs

CHAIRIK 107

Sled

CHAIRIK XL 127

Sled

CHAIRIK 119

Counter

CHAIRIK 117

Bar

CHAIRIK XL 134

5-star

CHAIRIK XL 135

5-star

TROLLEY

For 12-90 chairs
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A custommade
— conference chair

In this project by Schindel Architects Chairik was 

chosen for its flexible, space-saving qualities in 

combination with its customisable features.

MEDICAL CENTER OF THE HAMBURG ASSOCIATION OF STATUTORY 
HEALTH INSURANCE PHYSICIANS,

GERMANY

Photo: René Siever
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CHAIRIK XL 127 and CHAIRIK XL 128 in Walnut and custommade seat and back upholstery
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The Aveny-T chair is the perfect answer to a demanding 
brief with its lightness, expressive lines, and modern 
combination of materials – recycled plastic in a terrazzo 
composite-like look in combination with a black powder 
coated sled-shaped frame. 

AVENY-T
— a young chair for a broad audience

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

MODEL

COMPONENTS

Design by Anders Engholm

The Aveny-T Chair has a simple and elegant black powder coated frame with a 

seat and back in recycled plastic developed by A Circular Design Studio. The 

back is designed with a small bend, which forms an armrest when sitting on 

the chair sideways. The measures are H 77.5 x SH 47 x B 49 x D 52 cm. Aveny-T 

is stackable and stacks 10 on the floor and 20 on a trolley. The chair is only 

available for indoor use, and can take a max. load of 110 kg. 

The Aveny-T has a sledbase in Ø11 black powder coated steel. The frame is

equipped with gliders. The back and seat are made in 100% recycled plastic 

collected from household waste, beaches or companies locally in Denmark 

– only available in one finish/colour: Circular Multicolour. Plastic: LDPE (low 

density polyethylene) and HDPE (high density polyethylene).

Trolley for 20 chairs

AVENY-T STACKED
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Photo: Enok Holsegaard

Aveny-T was originally designed for the Aveny-T Theatre in  

Copenhagen. A theatre with a young audience as its target group, 

naturally demands a chair that is both functional, minimalistic, 

and full of character.
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The Panton One chair family, designed in 1958, is a stackable, 
colourful darling that allow cord and frame colour to be com-
bined as you wish. The family comprises dining, bar, counter, 
and lounge versions in both indoor and outdoor versions. 

PANTON ONE
— a handwoven chair family

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

MODELS

ENVIRONMENT

COMPONENTS

Design by Verner Panton

The seats of the Panton One chairs are hand-woven using polyurethane cord

on a core of nylon, available in 8 different colours or in paper weave in 2

colours. With a stainless steel frame and polyurethane cords, the chairs can 

be used indoors and out. With powder coated frame, chrome frame or paper 

weave the chair is not suitable for outdoor use. The chair stacks 10 on trolley 

and floor. Max. load: 150 kg. The lounge chair is not available in paper string 

or chrome frame.

The frame is available in stainless steel (for outdoor), polished chrome and 

powder coated in the colours: Beige, Silk Grey, Black Red and Black. 

The seat is handwoven in FSC-certified paper string (only indoor use) in the 

colours: Paper Nature and Paper Black – or in polyurethane cord with a nylon 

core (for indoor and outdoor) in the colours: Duke, Holmes, Clark, Vincent, 

Carmen, Marylinn, Marcel, Scarlett.

The Panton One chair series is EU Ecolabel certified. 

The paper string is FSC-certified. 

Gliding feet

Felt pads

Trolley

603
Duke

15
Beige

607
Carmen

08
Silk Grey

609
Marcel

07
Black Red

606
Vincent

05
Black

43
Chrome

99
Stainless 
Steel

608
Marylinn

604
Holmes

610
Scarlett

605
Clark

601
Paper 
 

602
Paper 
Black

PANTON ONE PANTON ONE

Counter

PANTON ONE

Bar

PANTON ONE

Lounge
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Panton One in Black with stainless steel frameAXIS COMMUNICATIONS IN LUND, SWEDEN

Photo: Åke E:son Lindman
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The Pantonova System was designed by Verner Panton in  
1971 and consist of three different seating modules: Linear, 
Concave and Convex. The sculptural chairs can be used  
alone or combined in various organic shapes like a circle, 
a wave or an S-shape.

PANTONOVA
— a modular seating system

Design by Verner Panton

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

MODELS

ENVIRONMENT

The frame is made from 5 mm wire available in Chrome, powder coated Black 

Red or Stainless steel for outdoor use. 

Cushions are available in the fabrics Harald and Hallingdal 65 from Kvadrat, 

and ULTRA leather from Sørensen Leather. The cushions are 3.5 cm thick and 

are available in 8 colours. 

The Pantonova seating system is EU Ecolabel 

certified. 

The Pantonova seating modules are available in 3 versions: Linear, concave 

and convex, which can be assembled in different formations using connectors 

and assembly clips. The chairs are fitted with plastic feet. The seating 

modules can take a max. load of 130 kg.

105RS

Linear

106RS

Convex

107RS

Concave

COMPONENTS

Cushions

Gliders
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Pantonova in stainless steel
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The Szene chair is originally designed for the auditorium in 
Axel Towers, located next to the Tivoli Gardens in central 
Copenhagen. The idea was to create a chair, which was 
classic, but at the same time with an organic expression to 
suit the shape of the auditorium and the rest of the buildings. 

SZENE
— auditorium chair

Design by Lundgaard & Tranberg Architects

SPECIFICATIONS

UPHOLSTERY

Available with seat upholstery, inner side upholstery and fully upholstered in 

fabric or leather. 

MATERIALS & COLOURS

The shell is made in compression moulded veneer. The wall bracket in steel, 

powder coated black. The seat is moulded foam. The Szene cantilever frame 

is made in 25 mm tube, in polished chrome or powder coated in black.

The Szene auditorium chair are mounted to a wall or a podium. Szene is 

available in a wall mounted auditorium chair version or with cantilever frame. 

The chair measures H 56 x W 58 x D 43-61.

MODELS 

SZENE 301

Auditorium

SZENE 311

Cantilever
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A classic chair
— with an organic expressionviron-
ments that make your team feel at home and 
productive

In close collaboration with Lundgaard & Tranberg 

Architects, the Szene chair was developed as an 

auditorium chair for the auditorium in Axel Towers. 

With its 5 round towers, Axel Towers is located next 

to Tivoli Gardens in central Copenhagen.

Photo: Lea Jessen
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Moser is a versatile table series that comes in many sizes, 
both round and rectangular in a range of heights, colours, 
and finishes. The Moser Table is available with both straight 
gables and angled gables – and some sizes come with a fold 
function that makes it the perfect table choice for multi-
functional spaces.

MOSER TABLE
 — versatile folding table

Design by Kasper Mose

SPECIFICATIONS COMPONENTS

EXAMPLES

Linking device

Chair suspension (Kevi, Chairik)

Gliders

MATERIALS & COLOURS

The Moser Table comes in 10 rectangular sizes and 3 heights (dining H 74 cm, 

counter H 90 cm and bar H 105 cm) choose either angeled or straight gable. 

The Moser table with round table top comes in Ø90, and Ø120. Both in H 74 

cm and with the angled gable. All of the Moser Tables are shipped knock 

down. The tables fold by tipping the table upright and releasing the handle 

that locks the frame. When folded Moser fits 7 tables on a trolley.

The frame is available as standard powder coated in Black, Snow, Beige, 

Black Red, Shadow, Pine or Rosehip. The tabletop is available in linoleum 

and laminate.

TABLE

Straight gable

TABLE

Angled gable

BAR & COUNTER

Angled gable

TROLLEY

Fits 7 tables
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Moser Table in linoleum: Pistachio with Black Red frame
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The JW Table has a light frame resembling origami that 
carries the top with a graceful elegance. The table is available 
in 8 standard sizes, both round and rectangular – the table is 
suitable for meeting or conference rooms.

JW TABLE
— a table that exudes lightness

Design by Jakob Wagner

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

EXAMPLES

The frame comes as standard powder coated in Black, Snow, Beige, Black Red, 

Shadow, Pine or Rosehip or, at an additional charge, in polished aluminium.

The JW tabletop comes in linoleum, laminate, nano laminate, veneer or solid 

wood. Laminate, linoleum and veneer tops are 22 mm thick, and the solid wood 

tops are 30 mm thick. Please notice that not all table sizes come in all finishes. 

The height of the laminate, linoleum and veneer tabletop is 73 cm. The table with 

solid wood panels measures 74 cm in height.

The JW Table comes with a rectangular top in a choice of 4 sizes: 100 x 200 cm, 

100 x 240 cm, 120 x 240 cm, and 120 x 320 cm. In the round version the table is 

available in Ø120, Ø140, Ø160, and Ø180 cm. The table can carry a max. load of 

80 kg, evenly distributed on the tabletop. 

ENVIRONMENT

The JW Table series is EU Ecolabel certified. 

JW TABLE

Rectangular

JW TABLE

Round

COMPONENTS

Extension leaves (cannot be retrofitted)

Plug well

Plug panel

Quick box
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JW Table in Solid Douglas with polished aluminium frame
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HiLow 2 is an electric height-adjustable table that can be 
adjusted for both seated and standing work. The edge profile 
of the tabletop is the classic milled Montana profile and the 
depth allows plenty of room for a keyboard, screen, support 
for the arms, and good visual distance. 

HILOW 2 
— height-adjustable table

Design by Peter J. Lassen & Joakim Lassen

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

EXAMPLES OTHER TABLE TOPS

The HiLow 2 series is a versatile height-adjustable table that comes in 8 

standard table sizes and with 4 different frame types (fix round, DL5, DL6, and 

DL11). HiLow Double is available in 4 standard sizes. HiLow Double comes with 

tabletops in widths of 180, 160, and 140 cm – all in the depth of 80 cm. The 

height-adjustment of the table ranges from 61.9 cm to 125.4 cm. The HiLow 

can bear a max. load of 120 kg evenly distributed on the surface. Cable trays

Wire ducting

Lamp Holder

Power dots

Quickbox

Charger

Cable stockings

Control switches

Plug well / plug panels

Paper basket

Pen tray

CPU-holder

Privacy screens

ENVIRONMENT

COMPONENTS

The HiLow Table series is EU Ecolabel certified.

Sliding topHILOW 2

HILOW DOUBLE Wewerka 

HiLow/HiLow Double frames are available in aluminium as standard, or 

powder coated in Black or Snow. The HiLow 2 DL11 frame is also available 

powder coated in Beige, Black Red, Shadow, Pine, and in polished aluminium 

at an additional charge.

HiLow tabletops are supplied in micro laminate, laminate, nano laminate, 

linoleum and veneer. Standard tabletops have edges in painted MDF to match 

the surface. All HiLow tabletops are manufactured with an MDF core. Veneer 

and laminate are 20 mm thick; linoleum has a thickness of 21 mm. 

Angel 120° 
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Werkhalle Ravensburg
— creative working hubplayful work 
environments that make your team feel at 
home and productive

An old factory facility turned into an open and multi-

functional space with workstations for creatives. 

Montana has delivered HiLow 2 tables for the workstations. 

Photo: Anja Koehler
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Photo: Emil Vendelbo Stegemejer
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POUL SCHMITH/
KAMMERADVOKATEN,

DENMARK

CO16, Cargo and Hilow 2 Tables in Nordic
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The HiLow 3 table has a clean design and is a versatile table 
for office environments or in the home office. The tabletop 
has Montana’s classic rounded profile – the table comes in 
many sizes and finishes.

HILOW 3
— functional workstation

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

EXAMPLE

COMPONENTS

Cable trays

Wire ducting

Lamp Holder

Power dots

Quickbox

Charger

Cable stockings

Control switches

Plug well / plug panels

Paper basket

Pen tray

CPU-holder

Privacy screens

The HiLow 3 frame has a square leg profile and is available in 7 sizes – W 70, 

80 and 90 cm and L 120, 140, 160, and 180 cm. The foot is made of polyamide 

PA6 30% glass (recycled material). The tabletop has Montana’s classic 

rounded profile – however, the smallest size has straight ends. HiLow 3 can 

bear a load of up to 120 kg evenly distributed on the tabletop.

The frame is made of powder coated steel in colours Black and Snow and the 

foot is moulded in PA6 plastic. Frames and feet come as standard in the colour 

Aluminium. 

The tabletops come as standard with lacquered MDF edges that match the

surface – the finishes available are micro laminate, laminate, nano laminate, 

linoleum and veneer.

ENVIRONMENT

The HiLow Table series is EU Ecolabel certified. 

HILOW 3

Design by Peter J. Lassen & Joakim Lassen
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Personalise your
— office deske

Choose from a wide selection of desk components, 

such as cable grommet, wireless mobile charger, tab-

letop socket, lamp holder, privacy panels, mounted 

waste paper basket and pen tray. 
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The HiLow Conference meeting tables are available with 
height-adjustment function and can be used as conference, 
meeting, or workshop tables. Plug wells enables attendees 
to connect to power. The frame is designed to free up 
legroom everywhere.

HILOW CONFERENCE
– for standing and seated meetings

Design by Peter J. Lassen & Joakim Lassen

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

EXAMPLE

The conference tables are available with electric height-adjustment and with 

manual fix adjustment. Tabletops come as standard with edges in lacquered 

MDF to match the surface. The table is available in W 120 cm and L 400, 320, 

240, and 200 cm. 

Cable trays

Wire ducting

Lamp Holder

Power dots

Quickbox

Charger

Cable stockings

Control switches

Plug well / plug panels

ENVIRONMENT

COMPONENTS

The HiLow Table series is EU Ecolabel certified. 

The frame is supplied powder coated in the colour Aluminum as standard. The 

frame is also available in the colours Snow or Black at no additional charge, and 

the colours Beige and Black Red are available for frame with DL11 columns at an 

additional charge. Chrome leg profiles are available at an additional charge.

The tabletops are available in laminate, linoleum, veneer and nano laminate. The 

tabletops come as standard with edges in lacquered MDF to match the surface.

HILOW CONFERENCE
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HiLow Conference in White Oak veneer with aluminium frame
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The SHL Table is an elegant height-adjustable desk with end 
gables that give it a solid, yet sophisticated look. The table is 
perfect for the executive office or as a reception desk and can 
be outfitted with various components. 

SHL TABLE
— a height-adjustable executive desk

Design by SHL design

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

EXAMPLE

The SHL Table is available in 2 sizes, D 90 x W 181.7 cm and D 90 x W 201.7 

cm, with an electric height-adjusting function that can be adjusted for both 

seated and standing work. The depth of the tabletops provides plenty of room

for keyboard, screen, armrest, and good viewing distance. The frames are

designed to provide free leg space. The tables have electric height-adjustment

with full covering from end pieces in both the highest and lowest positions.

End pieces and other components are only available in Snow and Black. SHL

Table is delivered with cable tray.

COMPONENTS

Cable trays

Wire ducting

Lamp Holder

Power dots

Quickbox

Charger

Cable stockings

Control switches

Plug well / plug panels

Pen tray

SHL TABLE

End pieces and other components are only available in Snow and Black. 

SHL Tabletops are available in laminate, linoleum, veneer and nano laminate. 

The laminate tabletops have lacquered MDF edges to match the surface. 

Linoleum has linoleum edges. Tabletops in Black Oak, Nature Oak or White 

Oak have a solid wooden edge strips in the same material.
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An impressive desk
— for the executive officeronments 
that make your team feel at home and pro-
ductive

SHL Table was designed by Schmidt Hammer Lassen 

Architects for Montana, in 2007. The height-adjustable 

desk, with its elegant gable and clean lines, is based on 

a manual version that the architects designed for their 

own office.
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The versatile and elegant Multi Tables are ideal for both café 
and canteen areas, for meetings and conferences, or as a 
work desk. The series consists of three different types of 
tables – Multi Table, Multi Café and Multi Speaker. 

MULTI TABLE
– a versatile table for many contexts

Design by Peter J. Lassen & Joakim Lassen

SPECIFICATIONS

EXAMPLES

COMPONENTS

Wire ducting

Charger

Pen tray

Powerdots

Cable trays 

Cable stockings

Plug wells

MATERIALS & COLOURS

The Multi Tables are available in 11 table sizes in lengths from 120-400 cm in 

H 72 cm. Multi Table has round Ø60-mm columns. The Multi Tables can carry a 

max. load of 100 kg evenly distributed.

The Multi Café tables are available in 9 sizes and come in two different shapes 

– round and square in 4 standard heights. With gas height-adjustment, the 

height range is 74-114 cm. Multi Café tables can carry a load of max. 20 kg. 

The Multi Speaker is ideal for use in conference rooms or large teaching 

rooms. The lectern, with its sloping panel, enables the speaker to place a 

script or laptop computer at a good, standing, working height. The Multi 

Speaker is available in 2 fixed heights and with pneumatic height-adjustment.

ENVIRONMENT

The Multi Table series is EU Ecolabel certified.

MULTI TABLE

Rectangular

MULTI CAFÉ

Square

MULTI CAFÉ

Round

MULTI CAFÉ

Round with gas lift

MULTI SPEAKER

With gas lift

Multi Table and Multi Café tabletops are available in laminate, micro laminate, 

linoleum and veneer. However, micro laminate is not offered for the Multi 

Speaker and not all tabletop sizes come in this material. The tabletops come 

as standard with edges in lacquered MDF to match the surface. The leg profile 

is a round Ø60-mm column, which is available powder coated in the colours 

Aluminium, Snow, Black, Beige, Black Red, Shadow and Pine. Feet in chrome 

and leg profile in polished aluminium are available at an additional charge.
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Multi Table in Black laminate with a frame in Black // Panton One chairs in paper string and Black frame
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Monterey is a flexible table and bench system with a chunky 
look and a simplistic design. Bench, counter, or standing desk 
– Monterey can be applied in many ways. Monterey can be 
outfitted with casters and cable grommet.

MONTEREY
— table, bench, high desk

Design by Peter J. Lassen

SPECIFICATIONS

EXAMPLES

MATERIALS & COLOURS

Monterey is made in 30 mm MDF. Available in all 40 Montana lacquer colours. 

Support rail in steel lacquered in the same colour as the table.

Monterey comes in 4 standard heights – H 45, 56, 72, and 105 cm. Monterey is 

also available in special heights within the range 10–110 cm at an additional charge. 

Monterey in height 10-76 cm are delivered with a support rail in height  

4 cm, besides Monterey length 100 and 80 cm which are delivered without rail. 

See illustration. The support rail is lacquered in the same colour as Monterey.

 

Monterey height 77-110 cm is delivered with 10 cm rail in MDF. The number of 

MDF rails are shown in the illustration. Monterey can carry loads up to 100 kg.

ENVIRONMENT

The Monterey table and bench series is EU Ecolabel 

certified.

MONTEREY

H 105

MONTEREY

H 72
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Monterey in Parsley // Panton One in Marcel with Beige frame // Montana Free in Black
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The Montana Free shelving system is a new form of furniture 
for a new way of living. Stand-alone shelf, easy to assemble, 
irresistibly moveable. Add the flexible textile panels for a 
touch of colours and alter the transparency of the shelving 
as desired.

MONTANA FREE
— freestanding shelving system

Design by Jakob Wagner

EXAMPLES

542100400100 522100333100

SPECIFICATIONS

COMPONENTS

Drawer

Textile panels

Bookstand

MATERIALS & COLOURS

The foot and the coloum are powder coated metal. The foot is height adjustable 

and has a soft plastic sole. The shelves are made of 16 mm lacquered MDF. The 

Montana Free shelving system comes in New White, Black, Fjord, Beetroot, Black 

Jade, Masala, and Iris-Masala mix. Montana Free shelves is available in lacquer or 

structure lacquer. Structure lacquer is lacquer with the addition of texture beads, 

small beads of PE plastic which make the surface scratch resistant. 

Textile panels are moulded in plastic and upholstered with Remix 2 by Kvadrat. 

Available in 8 different colours. Use the panels to put your personal touch to 

your unit. The fabric panel is also available in a sound-absorbing version with an 

acoustic field from Kvadrat Soft Cell in the core. 

The Montana Free shelving system consists of 12 standard compositions that 

you can choose with an optional interposed shelf. The shelves are available in 

3 lengths, which define the length of the unit: one compartment measures 73.4 

cm, two compartments measure 138.4 cm, and three compartments measure 

203.4 cm. All shelves come in D 38 cm. Optional, vertical textile panels allow 

you to play with colours and expressions, create personalised screens between 

rooms, and alter the transparency of the shelving as desired. 

ENVIRONMENT

The series is certified with the Danish Indoor Climate 

label as well as the official EU Ecolabel.
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Divides space
— not opinionsayful work environments 
that make your team feel at home and pro-
ductive

Add the flexible textile panels for a touch of colours 

and alter the transparency of the shelving as desired.

Montana Free in Beetroot // Office Unit in Monarch // Lockers in Beetroot
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Montana Lockers are smart, personal storage solutions that 
can be adapted to any context where personal storage is a 
need. Colour options, numbering, various door models, and 
locking systems make it possible to tailor Montana lockers 
to different requirements.

MONTANA LOCKERS
– smart, personal storage space

Design by Peter J. Lassen

STANDARD MODULES

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

Montana Lockers are made in 16 mm MDF, partitions in 12 mm MDF. Available 

in all 40 Montana lacquer colours.

The Montana Lockers are personal storage space solutions that allow a lot of 

storage in minimal space. Lockers come in 4 standard sizes in two depths, 38.8 

and 47.6 cm, in two widths, 70.4 and 104.6 cm, and two heights, 138.8 and 184.4 cm.

Mount the lockers on the wall or a plinth and choose between different locking 

solutions and mechanisms. The suspension rail for the lockers is reinforced and 

is not possible to retrofit. Plinths are available in height 7 cm and are a specially 

reinforced version. 

ENVIRONMENT

The series is certified with the Danish Indoor Climate 

label as well as the official EU Ecolabel.

COMPONENTS

Key-operated lock

Combination lock

Electronic battery-operated lock with chip card

Doors with mail slot

Numbering

6 ROOMS 8 ROOMS 9 ROOMS 12 ROOMS
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Royal Arena
— rent a lockerlayful work environ-
ments that make your team feel at home and 
productive

Royal Arena is an iconic building in Copenhagen 

dedicated to entertainment. It houses 16.000 guests. 

Montana provided locker modules with electronic 

locks servicing the many Concert-goers and sport 

spectators of the house. 
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The Montana CO16 comprises 11 sizes basic 16 mm mdf units 
in two depths. The basic units can be outfitted with doors, 
drawers, and shelves and can be placed on casters, legs, 
plinths, or as wall-mounted. These modules are perfect for 
space dividers, sideboards, and storage.

MONTANA CO16
– shelving and storage system

Design by Peter J. Lassen

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

CO16 is made in 16 mm MDF. Available in all 40 Montana lacquer colours.

The Montana System CO16 comprises 11 basic units in 2 depths. If you want to 

design your own personal combinations, the basic units can be supplemented 

with various CO16 components. Choose from modules with doors, drawers, or 

shelves. The shelving units can also be adapted to your individual preferences  

and needs, using additional components.

Living Things storage and plant box for CO16 is available in one size and has one 

compartment. The plant box is made of water-resistant MDF. At an additional 

price a plastic insert for the plant box can be purchased, which protects the

box and can collect spilled or excess water. Living Things is available on legs  

or can be stacked on other modules.

ENVIRONMENT

The series is certified with the Danish Indoor Climate 

label as well as the official EU Ecolabel.

COMPONENTS

Doors with handles

Drawers

Shelves/partitions

Magazine shelves

Trays

Plant boxes

EXAMPLES

KN11 KN12 KN13 KN1213 KN1211 KN1219
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BASIC MODULES (CM)

DEPTH (CM)121.7 81.8 41.9

38.8

47.6

104.6

87.5

70.4

53.3

36.2

Plinth CastersLegsSuspended Baseunits &
casters

POSITIONS
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Montana makes it possible for you to arrange your room the 
way you want it. You are free to mix and match Montana’s 
different sizes, components, and colours as you choose. The 
Montana System is made of 12-mm lacquered MDF in 36 
basic sizes, 4 depths, 40 colours, and 2 veneers. 

MONTANA SYSTEM
— endless possibilities

Design by Peter J. Lassen

Doors with handles

Doors with push

Glass doors

Lacquered glass doors

Shelves

Drawers

Square trays

Trays

Lighting

COMPONENTS 

ENVIRONMENT

The series is certified with the Danish Indoor Climate 

label as well as the official EU Ecolabel.

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

EXAMPLES

1111 1112 11141113 1118 1119 1120

Montana System is made in 12 mm MDF. Available in all 40 Montana lacquer 

colours and two veneers.

A wealth of components allow you to design your own personal Montana. Start 

with the basic units and build your shelving from scratch, or give your pre-defined 

shelving unit extra functionality with a matching component. With the Montana 

System you can build sideboards, lowboards, and benches. Room dividers, 

reception desks, shelving, and bookcases and much more. The Montana System 

is signified by the pilot holes that are placed with a distance of 5.7 cm between 

them on the inner side of modules. The small pilot holes are where you attach 

components such as shelves and trays, drawers ect. The internal measurements 

of the system corresponds to the German DIN-standard.
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69.6 46.8 35.4 24 18.3 12.6

69.6

46.8

35.4

24.0

18.3

12.6

BASIC MODULES (CM)

DEPTH (CM)

Plinth CastersLegsSuspended Baseunits &
casters

POSITIONS

20

30

38

46.8
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The Cargo unit is suited for creating a tranquil workspace  
at the individual workplace. The interior of Montana Cargo 
is versatile. The unit can be supplied with a lock when used 
for personal storage. Cargo is offered in all 40 Montana 
lacquer colours.

CARGO
— storage and space divider

Design by Peter J. Lassen

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

EXAMPLES

The Cargo Units are made in 16 mm MDF and comes in all of Montana’s 40 

water-based lacquer colours. 

The Cargo unit is available in W 80 cm and 90 cm and H114 and 70.4 cm. The 

unit inside the garage has a width of 70.4 cm and is fully extendable, with 

soft-close extension, which combined with two casters mounted under the 

unit, ensures stability and makes the unit easy to move around. L/R indicates 

direction of extension left (L) and right (R). Right indicates that the module is 

placed on the user’s right side, opening towards the user. Left indicates that 

the module is placed on the user’s left side, opening towards the user. Top 

units are available for Cargo units. Top units come in widths 80 cm and 90 cm, 

in 2 heights: 24.8 cm and 36.2 cm.

ENVIRONMENT

COMPONENTS

The series is certified with the Danish Indoor Climate 

label as well as the official EU Ecolabel.

Top modules

Shelves

Doors

Drawers

Trays

Lock

CARGO C240L/R

Open module

C2580L/R

With push drawers

C2680L/R

With trays
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ENVIRONMENT

The series is certified with the Danish Indoor Climate 

label as well as the official EU Ecolabel.

EXAMPLES

Design by Peter J. Lassen

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIALS & COLOURS

Montana Office units are made in 12 mm MDF in all of Montana’s 40 water-

based lacquer colours. Drawers have casing in white-pigmented beech and 

bottom in white lacquered MDF.

Office units are available in D 38 and 46.8 cm and in W 35.4 cm and H 46.8, 

69.6 and 87.5 cm. Modules are supplied with CR70 casters. Office units in 

W 18.3 cm and H 46.8 can also be attached below a table with a metal bracket. 

COMPONENTS

Drawers with pen tray

Drawer dividers

Locks for doors

Office units are mobile storage for the workstation. Office 
units come with shelves, doors, drawers and pen trays.

OFFICE UNIT
 — mobile storage modules

2162 1368 4165 4179
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TABLES & FRAMES

4164 Forbo

Salsa
4172 Forbo 

Mauve
4183 Forbo 

Pistachio
4179 Forbo

Smokey Blue
4154 Forbo

Burgundy

09

Nordic
38 

Snow
157L

Cumin
02 

Fjord
136L

Pine
110

Blue Pastel
04

Anthracite
147L

Shadow
38

Snow Silk

38M

Snow

LINOLEUM

LAMINATE

MICRO LAMINATE

NANO LAMINATE

VENEER

POWDER COATED METAL

CHROME

4132 Forbo

Grey
4166 Forbo 

Anthracite
4176 Forbo

Light Grey
4023 Forbo

Black

02M

Fjord

0720 

Black Nano
0718

Clay Nano
0754

Blue Fes

131

White Oak
133

Black Oak
62

Nature Oak

38

Snow
05

Black
02

Aluminium

43

Chrome

15

Beige
07

Black Red
147

Shadow
136

Pine
145

Rosehip
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154
Azure

156
Oyster

161
Mist

135
Monarch

148
Flint

138
Juniper

147
Shadow

140
Pomelo

101
New White

38
Snow

150
Vanilla

144
Fennel

100
Graphic

164
Iris

151
Rhubarb

142
Amber

158
Oat

131
White Oak

159
Camomile

152
Parsley

36
Coal

145
Rosehip

149
Turmeric

143
Caribe

02
Fjord

137
Mushroom

157
Cumin

136
Pine

04
Anthracite

155
Masala

165
Beetroot

162
Hokkaido 

163
Black Jade

05
Black

133
Black Oak

160
Balsamic

146
Hazelnut

01
White

35
Coffee

09
Nordic

139
Oregano

141
Truffle

MONTANA LACQUER COLOURS & VENEERS

Please note that the printed colours may vary from the original colour.
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Denmark 

MONTANA SHOWROOM

Skindergade 38

1159 Copenhagen

Norway 

MONTANA SHOWROOM

Drammensveien 120

0277 Oslo

Sweden 

MONTANA STORE

Sibyllegatan 21

114 42 Stockholm

MONTANA STORE

Bredgade 24

1260 Copenhagen

Visit our showrooms
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Props courtesy of

&tradition // Abstracta // Amanda Betz // Anker & Co // Anne Black // AREASTORE // Artemide // AYTM // Belid // Bloomingville  
// Broste Copenhagen // ByOn // Decadent // Designer Zoo // EGLO // File Under Pop // Flos // H&M Home // JYSK // Kristina Dam Studio  

// Lindhardt og Ringhof // LOOM Design // Louis Poulsen // LOUISE ROE // Lumière Bricoleur // Lundgaard & Tranberg // MENU //  
Michael Anastassiades // MinMin Copenhagen // Monograph // MUJI // Muller Van Severen // Nordstjerne // Normann Copenhagen 

// NOTEM // ORDNING&REDA // Ørskov Copenhagen // Paustian // Samsung // Stelton // Studio Arhoj // studio x // Tableau // Tine K Home  
// Tutein & Koch // Vitra // Warm Nordic

 



montanafurniture.commontanafurniture.com


